
NETSCAPE CASE STUDY

This is the through analysis of the HBR case the Netscape IPO. This analysed from a financial perspective.

Carl, and Emily R. If we assume that the history of Linux starts in , Linux is following in the footsteps of
Windows. Revised December  Unable to beat competition from the free Apache web server, however, and the
marketing muscle of Microsoft, the company merged with AOL in  During the waiting period, while on the
road show underwriters meet with potential buyers to try to get an understanding of the demand for shares and
price per share. How risky is its current competitive situation? Among Netscape's licensees was Spyglass,
which in turn licensed the code to Microsoft, which then used it as a base for its own Internet Explorer.
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Finance ; Decision Choices and Conditions ; Health Industry ; United States ; Citation: Kester, W. In fact, the
southern region of Africa holds majority of the world's most hard-hit countries with the most AIDS cases. This
market has high technological barriers. Licensing of its browser code to add-on developers. How to cite this
page Choose cite format:. While this is a high level of growth to expect in one year, it is not unusual when
compared to other technologies companies like Microsoft, Amazon and Google. These young firms are
considered risky investments. Netscape was acquired by AOL, and the browser further developed, but the
result was a bloated program that took too long to download and install. It was Netscape's web browser
Mosaic that popularized the Internet. Following the interview this work will describe the information system
organization selected and create a context diagram of the system. About Us 9. How risky is its current
competitive situation? They are all IT industry companies but comparing Netscape with those companies
directly has some problems because the product and market condition is quite different.


